Unit 10: Unit Quiz
Name: _________
Write the correct form of the parenthesized word in the blank. Use your head! One of these questions requires
you to use future in the past; in another one, future in the past is correct but not an absolute requirement.
Read the entire sentence before you write. (“neg” means that you should use the negative form.)
1. Hak-bom must have an IQ of at least 180. If he _________________________________ (neg have)
such a high IQ, he _________________________________________ (neg get) a C on the exam — he
_________________________________ (fail) it.

2. Hak-bom ____________________________________ (stop and talk) with his friend on the way to
school. It was not a smart thing to do. (unrealized past)
3. If Hak-bom __________________________________________ (neg go) to that coffee shop, he

_________________ (arrive) at school on time for the exam.

4. Hak-bom ___________________________ (neg stop and talk) with his friend if he ____________

(know) that talking with his friend ____________________________ (make) him late for the exam.
5. Use the cue below to write a question. (Write the question UNDER the cue.) In your question, use the Unit
10 lexical that best completes the blank.
The cue: If Peggy think Margaret can figure out her notes by herself, she suggest ___ her notes?

If ________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________?

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

didn’t have (acceptable: hadn’t had) – wouldn’t have gotten – would have failed
shouldn't have stopped and talked (Common error: must have. ‘Must have’ is used for guessing.)
hadn't gone – would have arrived at school on time for the exam.
wouldn’t have stopped and talked – had known – would make (Common error: would have made. Future
in the past is the logical requirement here.)
5. If Peggy had thought that Margaret could/would be able to figure out her notes by herself, would she have
suggested going/they go over her notes? (Common error: thought. In this context, thought is used in its
limited sense, not in its unlimited sense. No point was deducted because the sense difference is very
subtle.)
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